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● Amplicon sequence variant allows more resolution in taxonomic unit detection
● Double taxonomic assignment with environment dedicated and general database increases 
accuracy 
● Contamination control reduces interpretation errors
● Integrated statistical analysis allowing reproducibility, all global analysis in one tool.
● Constant development with regular updates. 
https://forgemia.inra.fr/umrf/anomaly
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Bioinformatic tools for amplicon sequencing data analysis are 
continuously and rapidly evolving, thus integrating most recent techniques 
and tools is challenging.
We present ANOMALY, an R workflow for 16S and ITS amplicons 
sequencing. This workflow is based on several Rscripts using mainly 
DADA2 and phyloseq packages amongst others. This workflow allows to 
perform an analysis from raw fastq sequence files to final statistical 
analysis. The objective was to automate bioinformatic analyses to ensure 
reproducibility between projects and trying to be versatile and simple 
enougth to integrate new bioinformatic tools or statistical techniques.
● All integrated analyse 16S & ITS in R
● DADA2 Amplicon Sequence Variant
● Decontamination from control samples (decontam)
● Filtering : frequency, prevalence
● Taxonomic assignment from 2 references with validation
● Integrated statistics and visualization
● Multiple differential analyse
● Versatility (easy to integrate new features)
● Use well established methods
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ANOMALY uses latest approved methods like :
